
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of business coordinator. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for business coordinator

Maintain flexibility and openness to take on additional projects as necessary
EE uses an advanced knowledge of skills, methods and practices and some
innovation, analysis, and reasoning to choose appropriate alternatives from
among pre-defined policies and procedures to complete work that includes
successive steps and involves some non-routine problems and/or decisions
Order office supplies (printer toner, batteries)
Research various procurement and business topics, trends or initiatives and
compile findings/recommendations (Ex
Provide various types of business or financial information, and organize into a
reporting or presentation framework
Create or update process maps to assist customers in understanding process
flows
Perform some project management functions such as monitoring and
reporting on deliverables
Partner in leading initiatives, including providing periodic updates to
management
Enter financial and other data, run queries and perform updates to
procurement related information (via PeopleSoft/Oracle)
Utilize problem-solving skills to assist customers in resolving procurement
process and technology related inquiries

Qualifications for business coordinator

Example of Business Coordinator Job Description
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Responsiveness, ability to make decisions within a fast-paced environment
Successful completion of a full 4-year course of study in an accredited college
or university leading to a bachelor's or higher degree in business, accounting
or a related field + 1 year administrative experience including budgets,
finance, grants, facilities, and/or human resources
Ensure AHN’s and CACF’s are properly processed for tracking assets as we
move them around the company
Process scrap transactions
Move items in and out of support contracts when spares move in and out of
production


